ABSTRACT DNA bending is important for the packaging of genetic material, regulation of gene expression and interaction of nucleic acids with proteins. Consequently, it is of considerable interest to quantify the energetic factors that must be overcome to induce bending of DNA, such as base stacking and phosphatephosphate repulsions. In the present work, the electrostatic contribution of phosphate-phosphate repulsions to the free energy of bending DNA is examined for 71 bp linear and bent-form model structures. The bent DNA model was based on the crystallographic structure of a full turn of DNA in a nucleosome core particle. A Green's function approach based on a linear-scaling smooth conductor-like screening model was applied to ascertain the contribution of individual phosphatephosphate repulsions and overall electrostatic stabilization in aqueous solution. The effect of charge neutralization by site-bound ions was considered using Monte Carlo simulation to characterize the distribution of ion occupations and contribution of phosphate repulsions to the free energy of bending as a function of counterion load. The calculations predict that the phosphate-phosphate repulsions account for $30% of the total free energy required to bend DNA from canonical linear B-form into the conformation found in the nucleosome core particle.
INTRODUCTION
The packaging of nucleic acids, especially DNA, is of vital importance to all life-forms from viruses to multicellular organisms. Human cells, for example, contain $2 m of DNA packed into a nucleus with a radius of 3 mm. In solution, the radius of gyration of the free polymer coil is expected to be $300 mm (see Scheme 1) . This represents a million-fold reduction in the effective packing volume of DNA in the nucleus relative to that in solution. Similar reductions of effective DNA volume occur across almost all known lifeforms. In addition to its role in the packaging of genetic material, DNA bending is also important for the regulation of gene expression (2-4) and protein-DNA binding (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Regulatory proteins that bind DNA at sites far from one another in sequence frequently interact via bending and looping of DNA that allow ostensibly distant regions to come into close proximity (9, 10) . Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to understand the nature of the forces that govern the bending of charged DNA molecules into non-linear structures and quantify the magnitudes of their associated energetic factors.
DNA is a relatively stiff polyanion with a persistence length of $500 s (150 bp) (1, 9, 11, 12) . It is generally thought that two main factors contribute to the rigidity of DNA: base stacking (13) , and electrostatic phosphate-phosphate repulsions (10) . Base-stacking interactions and phosphate-phosphate repulsions are both energetically favored by linear DNA helices relative to bent DNA. Bending of the helix disrupts favorable base-stacking arrangements and forces phosphates on opposite sides of the major or minor groove into closer proximity, both of which result in intrinsic destabilization in the absence of other co-factors (14, 15) .
An understanding of the energetic factors that allow relatively stiff DNA molecules to be distorted has been the focus of considerable experimental and theoretical work (4, 10, 11, 16) . Combined molecular dynamics and PoissonBoltzmann calculations suggest that perturbation of the electrostatic interactions between the phosphates through the introduction of a low dielectric protein model may be sufficient to induce bending of DNA (17) . Experimental studies have shown that chemical modification of the phosphate backbone of DNA so as to cause charge asymmetry [e.g. by selective replacement of anionic phosphates by neutral methylphosphonates (18) ] can cause bending (3, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . These results have been verified by recent molecular simulations (25) . Force-measuring laser tweezer experiments (26) *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 612 624 8042; Fax: +1 612 626 7541; Email: york@chem.umn.edu ª The Author 2005. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.
The online version of this article has been published under an open access model. Users are entitled to use, reproduce, disseminate, or display the open access version of this article for non-commercial purposes provided that: the original authorship is properly and fully attributed; the Journal and Oxford University Press are attributed as the original place of publication with the correct citation details given; if an article is subsequently reproduced or disseminated not in its entirety but only in part or as a derivative work this must be clearly indicated. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oupjournals.org and studies of the solution behavior of DNA-dodecyldimethylammonium complexes (27) in low polar organic solvents support the hypothesis that electrostatic repulsion between phosphates has an important effect on DNA structure. Debye-H€ u uckel calculations of a simplistic model of a DNA bent around a nucleosome core particle (28, 29) and calculations based on counterion condensation theory (30) suggest that electrostatic interactions and entropic factors due to release of counterions are sufficient to drive the winding of DNA around histone proteins. Site-specific multivalent metalion binding is another factor that may serve to regulate DNA bending (31) (32) (33) (34) . Recent crystallographic structures of EcoRV endonuclease mutants bound to their DNA substrates highlight the importance of multivalent metal-ion binding in effecting the bending of DNA required for proper functioning of certain enzymes (35) .
While phosphate-phosphate repulsions seem to be an important factor in DNA bending, several sequence-specific DNA bending models that do not invoke electrostatics have met with varying success in predicting local DNA structure. These include the 'A-tract wedge model', the 'non-A-tract wedge model' and 'junction models' (36) (37) (38) . Crystallographic data (39) (40) (41) , molecular dynamics simulations (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) and chemical modification of A-tracts (47) suggest that sequence-dependent DNA bending may be driven by sequence-dependent asymmetries in counterion binding. Theoretical methods afford a means of quantifying the relative energetic contributions that give rise to DNA bending, and offer promise in helping to resolve the key factors that regulate this important biological process.
The goal of the present work is to quantify the electrostatic contribution of phosphate-phosphate repulsions to the free energy of DNA bending and assess the effective dielectric shielding between intra-and inter-strand phosphate pairs. Toward this end, a Green's function approach, based on a linear-scaling smooth conductor-like screening model (COSMO) (48, 49) , was applied to 71 bp models of linear and bent DNA based on the crystallographic structure of a nucleosome core particle (50) . The effect of different neutralizing counterion loads on the preferential stabilization of bent versus linear DNA is considered using a thermodynamic cycle and a series of Monte Carlo relative free energy calculations. The results provide insight into the counterion distribution, solvent shielding and preferentially stabilization of bent versus linear DNA.
METHODS
While it is well accepted that DNA is far from a rigid molecule (11) , especially in solution, the purpose of the present work is to characterize the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of DNA bending due to phosphate-phosphate repulsions based on biologically representative linear and bent (atomistic) DNA models. Toward this end, the first 71 bp ($1 full turn of the superhelix) of the 146 bp histone-bound DNA strand from the crystal structure of a nucleosome core particle (PDB entry 1AOI) (50) were extracted and used as an initial structure for the bent DNA model. A linear canonical B-form DNA structure of the same sequence (Scheme 1) was generated from ideal monomer subunits obtained from fiber diffraction experiments (51) . In this way, atomistic linear and bent DNA models with identical extended sequence were constructed, with the former represented as a canonical B-form reference similar to those used to estimate the DNA deformation energy in the analysis of protein-DNA recognition mechanisms (6) .
From the initial model coordinates, hydrogen atoms were added and minimized with heavy atom positions held fixed (52), followed by unconstrained minimization with a distancedependent dielectric function without cutoffs until convergence of the energy to under 1 kcal/mol was achieved. Molecular mechanical calculations were performed using the CHARMM27 force field for nucleic acids (53) as in prior work that studied charge fluctuations of canonical forms of DNA and RNA with linear-scaling methods (54) .
Smooth COSMO calculations of phosphate-phosphate repulsions in solution
The key quantity for the present study is the electrostatic phosphate-phosphate interaction energy in aqueous solution, E aq ij , that can be expressed as:
where E gas ij is the electrostatic phosphate-phosphate interaction energy in the gas phase (vacuum) and E pol ij is the electrostatic energy arising from the polarization of the solvent. The E pol ij term was calculated using a smooth boundaryelement implicit solvation method (48) based on COSMO (55) , in which the effect of solvation is treated by a linear isotropic dielectric continuum.
The smooth COSMO method belongs to a class of implicit solvation models known as boundary-element models. It can be shown that for a charge distribution embedded in a cavity of constant dielectric e 1 , and surrounded outside the cavity by a medium with a constant dielectric e 2 , the reaction field potential can be determined from a surface charge distribution at the dielectric boundary (48) . For this dielectric model, the numerical solution of the electrostatic problem with boundaryelement methods requires a number of surface elements that is greatly reduced with respect to the number of 3D grid points that would be required by finite-difference methods (56) (57) (58) (59) , although the latter are more readily generalized to more complicated spatially varying dielectric functions and inclusion of mean-field ion effects. For example, to achieve a similar level of convergence on the solvation energy of a 71 bp segment of B-DNA having 21 000 COSMO surface points (such as in Scheme 1. The 71 bp sequence used to model a full turn of DNA based on the crystallographic structure of a nucleosome core particle (PDB code 1AOI) (50) . The human genome consists of $3 · 10 9 bp, two copies of which are contained in the nucleus of each somatic cell. The distance between the base pairs is $3.4 s, leading to a total length of L = 2.04 m. The radius of gyration, including excluded volume effects, can be estimated (1) as R g % 1:28 · ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2aL=3 p , where a is the persistence length, taken here to be 500 s, leading to a R g value of 3.34 · 10 À4 m.
the present work) requires $10 million PB grid points. As will be discussed below, the tremendous reduction of numerical elements of the COSMO method has considerable advantages in the calculation of a Green's function response matrix, from which the individual phosphate-phosphate repulsion energies (E aq ij of Equation 1) are derived. The solvent response that shields the phosphate-phosphate repulsions is a complex function of the macromolecular geometry and solvent accessible surface (SAS) (48) . This SAS was constructed as in previous work (48) , using the CHARMM27 atomic radii and a 1.4 s probe radius (60) . The solute and solvent dielectric constants in the calculations were set to 2 and 80, respectively, the former being consistent with the range of estimates for biological molecules (61) (62) (63) , and the latter taken as that of water. All calculations used CHARMM27 atomic partial charges, where a phosphate residue is defined to be the phosphate diester unit of the DNA backbone, including the 3 0 and 5 0 carbons and their associated hydrogens, and carries a formal À1 e charge (53) .
The E gas ij term was calculated as the sum of the electrostatic energies of each atom in phosphate residue i interacting with each atom in phosphate residue j in vacuum. E gas ii terms were set to zero in accord with the CHARMM force field convention that neglects electrostatic interactions within groups.
Advantages of a linear-scaling Green's function formulation
The individual E aq ij 's of Equation 1 can be calculated from the Green's function response matrix G that describes the solvated charge-charge interactions (48) . Once the Green's function matrix has been computed, the individual electrostatic phosphate-phosphate repulsion energy that occurs through the complex solvent-shielded environment can be determined as:
where r i is a vector that contains the charges of the ith phosphate residue, and G is the Green's function matrix for the dielectric problem (48) . The calculation of the Green's function matrix requires inversion of a very large surface element interaction matrix in addition to the calculations of the surface element interactions with each of the atomic point charges. The inversion of the surface element interaction matrix scales as the cube of the number of surface elements (64) , which in the present application is very large (over 20 000 elements) and precludes its direct calculation with the available resources. Alternately, a 'linear-scaling' procedure (65) that combines fast-multipole methods with preconditioned conjugate gradient minimization was employed (48, 65) . This method has also been recently applied with linear-scaling electronic structure methods to examine charge variations in DNA and RNA (54) to study the regioselective reactivity of HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein in solution (66) , and to identify quantum descriptors for solvated biological macromolecules (49) . The advantage of using a Green's function approach is that the contribution of individual phosphate-phosphate repulsions can be assessed through the complicated solvent-shielded environment of the macromolecule (as opposed to a simple empirical distance-dependent dielectric function). With most continuum solvation calculations, a total solvation energy is returned that is not decomposed into individual pairwise contributions. These contributions provide insight into the effective local dielectric that screens phosphate-phosphate interactions. These interactions, as is shown below, are a complex function of distance that differ fundamentally between intra-and inter-strand phosphates, and between linear and bent DNA.
As mentioned previously, the construction of the Green's function formally requires inversion of large matrices. A major advantage of the smooth COSMO method is that the dimension of these matrices (number of 2D surface elements) is greatly reduced relative to that of finite-difference PoissonBoltzmann methods (number of 3D grid points). Once the Green's function matrix has been constructed, the solution of the dielectric problem for a phosphate charge vector where any number of phosphates has been neutralized by counterions can be readily calculated using a simple matrixvector multiplications. This allows very efficient Monte Carlo simulations to be performed to derive ensemble-averaged counterion distributions and the associated free energy differences between linear and bent DNA. The smooth COSMO approach (48) has the additional advantage that it is robust with respect to changes in molecular geometry (such as the linear and bent DNA structures studied here), and the discretization levels can be systematically examined to assess convergence of the method. The rationale behind using COSMO is that (i) it is based on a simple variational principle that is facile to formulate as a linear-scaling Green's function method; (ii) the medium (water) is a high dielectric, for which the model performs the most accurately (the error in the energy is expected to scale as 1/e where, for water, e % 80); and (iii) the method accurately reproduces Gauss' law, which is important for highly charged systems.
Monte Carlo simulation of counterion occupations
The procedure outlined above was applied for the determination of individual electrostatic phosphate-phosphate repulsion energies screened by the solvent polarization response, which is intimately connected with the complex macromolecular shape of the linear and bent DNA models. The next step in building the model involved inclusion of the effect of site-specific neutralizing counterions. Although the effect of mobile counterions could have been implicitly included using a non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) method (56) (57) (58) (59) , this type of mean-field approach does not adequately describe site-bound ions that are important in the discussion of the effects of individual phosphate-phosphate interaction energies that are the primary focus of the present work. Instead, an explicit site-specific phosphate neutralization model was applied in conjunction with the Monte Carlo simulation in order to treat correlated ion occupations and entropic factors that occur at ambient temperature. Indeed, counterion condensation theory (1, 12) , molecular dynamics simulations (16, 43, 45, (67) (68) (69) and NMR experiments (70) together provide strong evidence for a layer of bound counterions intimately associated with the DNA.
The ion distributions at the DNA phosphate positions were determined using Monte Carlo simulation, where the bound ion occupations (0 or 1) at the phosphate positions were varied in the canonical (N,V,T) ensemble using a modified Metropolis algorithm (71) . Simulations were performed at 298 K for 21 000 and 4200 cycles to calculate free energies and occupations, respectively, at each counterion load (N), with each cycle consisting of 10 000 Monte Carlo moves. Statistics were collected after 1000 and 200 cycles of equilibration in each case, yielding 20 000 and 4000 cycles of production statistics used to derive free energies and average occupations, respectively.
The model assumes that a site-bound counterion will completely neutralize the phosphate to which it is bound. The relative free-energy stabilization of linear versus bentform DNA due to the reduction of phosphate-phosphate repulsions by the ensemble of site-neutralizing ion configurations was calculated using the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 2 for each ion load.
RESULTS
Scheme 2 depicts a thermodynamic cycle for the calculation of relative free energies of ion binding in linear and bent DNA. Of particular interest to the present work is the relative free energy DA N and DA NþDN that measures the electrostatic freeenergy difference between linear and bent DNA models as a function of the number of neutralized phosphate sites, N and N+DN, respectively. These quantities are readily calculated from canonical ensemble Monte Carlo calculations, the results of which are listed in Table 1 for select ion loads. The DA N values are strictly positive, and show monotonic decrease as a function of N (Figure 1) , with inflection points at values of N = 51 and 86. These data indicate that linear DNA is electrostatically favored over bent DNA at any ion load. The bent DNA structure is characterized by much more non-uniform ion distributions, as indicated by larger maximum occupations and root-mean-square deviation (rms) values in Table 1 , especially at lower values of N. This implies that in bent DNA, there is considerably larger variation in the phosphate-phosphate repulsions that is, on average, more unfavorable than those in linear DNA (hence, bent DNA is preferentially stabilized by ion binding relative to linear DNA at the same counterion load).
A related quantity that provides insight into the degree to which linear DNA is preferentially stabilized by ion binding relative to bent DNA is the differential relative free energy DDA N , defined as:
where The COSMO calculations can also be analyzed to extract an effective pairwise dielectric for each solvated phosphate-phosphate interaction in each model system. For each phosphate-phosphate interaction, an effective interphosphate distance, R 0 ij , can be defined as:
Scheme 2. Thermodynamic cycle for the preferential stabilization of bent versus linear DNA by ions as measured by the change in relative free energy (DDA N ) of the electrostatic DNA models. Here, N is the number of site-bound ions and DN is the corresponding change in N. Note: where e 1 is the dielectric constant inside the cavity containing the solute. In other words, R 0 ij is the separation distance such that two unit charges would have the same interaction energy as residues i and j in the solute. The effective pairwise dielectric screening function for the interaction between two phosphate residues in solution, e 0 ij , can then be defined as:
Thus, e 0 ij is the effective dielectric constant that makes the interaction energy between two unit charges separated by R 0 ij equal to the total solvated phosphate-phosphate repulsion energy, E aq ij , between phosphates i and j. The effective dielectric constants for intra-and inter-strand phosphatephosphate repulsions for linear and bent DNA models are shown in Figure 4 .
DISCUSSION

Relative free energies and average ion occupations
Examination of the distribution of average ion occupations (Figures 2 and 3 In bent DNA, the most highly occupied phosphates at low ion loads are at kinks compressing the minor groove. In these areas, the phosphate residues are pushed together, increasing Coulomb repulsions and decreasing solvation, and forming counterion binding 'hot spots' that are particularly energetically favorable relative to other sites in the molecule. This is consistent with the suggestion that DNA deformation can occur via collapse around regions of uneven cation density (34) . The termini of the bent DNA structure are relatively well solvated (similar to that of the linear structure), and each terminus is only moderately influenced by the proximity of the phosphates from the opposite terminus and thus displays low relative counterion occupancy.
At low ion loads, DA N is large because of the increased phosphate-phosphate repulsions in the bent DNA structure, in agreement with the previous work. (14, 15) DDA N is quite negative at low ion loads, indicating that the addition of further counterions stabilizes the bent DNA much more than the linear DNA. This is consistent with the preferential occupation of 'hot spots' at the kinks compressing the minor groove of the bent DNA.
As the total ion load increases from N = 1 to 51, linear DNA continues to bind counterions at higher concentration near the middle of the molecule. In bent DNA, the distribution of average ion occupations is much less uniform, with counterions binding to a progression of sites predominately surrounding kinks at the deformable YR steps (73, 74) . As these sites are exhausted, DDA N tends toward less negative values, indicating a less dramatic difference, from a free energy perspective, in the counterion binding between linear and bent DNA. This trend continues up to $N = 51. At this stage, the phosphates in the middle of the linear structure are relatively stable, and other positions toward the termini begin to bind counterions more uniformly. The phosphates at the minor groove kinks are also relatively stabilized above N = 51, and the phosphates near the termini become more favorable sites for further counterion binding. Since the bent DNA termini experience more Coulomb repulsion than the linear DNA, the differential free energy of stabilization, DDA N , becomes more negative, indicating that the bent DNA continues to be preferentially stabilized relative to the linear DNA upon addition of counterions.
As the total ion load nears N = 86, the remaining phosphates along the inner face of the bent DNA become the most favorable counterion binding sites. Counterions up to this point bind to alleviate 'hot spots' in the compressed minor groove at kinks (owing to short-ranged Coulomb repulsions across the minor groove), and near each terminus (owing to short-ranged Coulomb repulsions from neighboring phosphates and the longer range influence of the opposite terminus). As the total counterion load increases from N = 86 to 142, counterions preferentially occupy the inner curved surface of the bent DNA owing to long-range Coulomb repulsions from the remainder of the molecule (Figure 2, N = 108) .
Effective dielectric screening of phosphate-phosphate repulsions
The distance-dependent dielectrics for linear DNA shown in Figure 4 (top) are in qualitative agreement with the results from molecular dynamics simulations of B-DNA with TIP3P water (75) . In both the linear and bent systems, the effective dielectric does not converge to the bulk dielectric, 80, until $30 s. The linear system exhibits regularly spaced bands with similar e 0 ij values (Equation 5), while the bent system shows much greater variation of the e 0 ij values at each distance. The differences between these two plots illustrate considerably different dielectric screening of phosphates in linear and bent DNA, and underscore the importance of an atomistic model for DNA solvation.
The contribution of phosphate-phosphate repulsions to the free energy of bending DNA Besides revealing the microscopic details of the counterion binding pattern, there is also the question of the relative importance of electrostatics to DNA bending: what is the electrostatic contribution of phosphate-phosphate repulsions to the total free energy required to bend DNA? To lend insight into this question, an estimate for the total free energy needed to bend a molecule of DNA by a given amount is required. Kahn and Crothers (9,10) have proposed a simple equation to calculate the free energy of DNA bending that depends on the DNA persistence length, temperature and angle of bending. Assuming a persistence length of 150 bp (1,9,12) and a temperature of 298 K, the free energy, DG, in kcal/mol, required to bend L base pairs over Dq degrees is given by:
DNA in the nucleosome is bent 90 over 20 bp (9) . Thus, for the system studied in this paper, Dq is taken to be between 300-320 . The same curvature over 71 bp is 320 . The angle between the local helical axis vectors for the first and last dinucleotide steps as calculated by the 3DNA program (76) is 300
. The corresponding DG value predicted by Equation 6 ranges from 17 to 19 kcal/mol.
Counterion condensation theory provides a rough estimate of the ion load for polyions like DNA (1, 12) . The fraction of sites neutralized by counterions, u, is given by
where e is the dielectric constant of the solvent, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature of the system, b is the linear charge spacing of the polyion and e is the charge of the electron (1,12) . The linear and bent B-DNA structures used in these calculations are 235 and 234 s long, respectively, taken as the sum of the local base pair step rise parameters calculated with the 3DNA program (76), and contain 142 negatively charged phosphates, giving b = 1.7 s. At 298 K and with e = 80, both of these structures (linear and bent) have u = 0.76, corresponding to an ion load of 108 ions for the 71 bp DNA structures in the present work. The electrostatic contribution to the free energy of bending at this ion load is 5.3 kcal/mol (Table 1 and Figure 1 ). This calculation, together with the Kahn-Crothers estimate of 17-19 kcal/mol for the total free energy of bending (Equation 6), predicts that unfavorable electrostatic phosphate-phosphate crowding contributes $30% of the estimated total bending free energy for this sequence.
Counterion condensation theory is derived from consideration of an infinite polyion. Finite polyions like those considered here have end effects. A simple equation to correct Manning's counterion condensation theory for certain types of end effects has been proposed (77, 78) . For the 71 bp DNA molecules, this correction to u is quite small (0.004) and has negligible effect on the results. Calculations suggest that as DNA bends it will tend to take up more counterions (79) , and are consistent with the results presented here that indicate bent DNA is preferentially stabilized by counterion binding relative to linear DNA.
Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that there may be significant sequence dependence in the energy of DNA bending (80), an effect not explicitly investigated here. Future work focused on the investigation of free energy results at constant bulk ion concentration, and with varying DNA sequences and interactions with proteins, such as those in the recently refined nucleosomal DNA structure (81), will extend and complement the results of the present study.
The estimate provided by the current work of $30% for the electrostatic contribution of phosphate-phosphate repulsions to the free energy of DNA bending represents an important benchmark for atomistic DNA models that account for the complex solvent-shielded environment around the macromolecule. The significance of this estimate is that electrostatics plays a non-negligible role in determining DNA structure, although not necessarily a dominant one [this conclusion has also been suggested by others (26) ]. The understanding of the energetic factors that influence DNA structure is not only fundamental for biology (1, 4) , but also important in developing design strategies for manipulating DNA structure in new materials used in nanotechnology (82, 83) . If phosphate-phosphate repulsions made negligible contribution to DNA deformation, this would support a fully nonelectrostatic origin for DNA bending and obviate consideration of electrostatics in rational design efforts. Alternately, if the electrostatic contribution was proven to be the dominant factor governing the non-sequence-specific flexibility of DNA, focus could be placed on design strategies that target asymmetric phosphate neutralization (3, 18, 22) . At the estimated value of 30% based on the present approach, electrostatics is predicted to play a non-negligible role in determining DNA structure and support electrostatic arguments used to explain certain observed DNA bending phenomena (10) . At the same time, the results presented here suggest that electrostatics far from fully accounts for the energetics normally attributed to DNA bending, and that other interactions, such as base stacking, have a strong and possibly dominant influence.
Comparison of the present method with other models
Alternate models for computing counterion distributions about linear DNA involve molecular dynamics simulation with explicit models for solvent and ions (16, 43, 45, (67) (68) (69) 84, 85) . This method yields extremely useful results for the counterion and coion structure around nucleic acids in addition to providing insight into the mobility of the ions and their influence on structure. However, this method is extremely tedious to apply across a wide range of counterion concentrations, and does not readily provide information about individual phosphate-phosphate repulsions and their contribution toward the preferential stabilization of linear versus bent DNA.
At the other end of the spectrum, a continuum model for solvation combined with a mean-field approach for treatment of the ion environment can be taken using finite-difference solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, in either nonlinear or linearized form, for a fully atomistic model of DNA (86) (87) (88) Other studies have gone beyond the mean-field approach in the study of ion distributions around DNA with Monte Carlo simulations using simplified non-atomistic DNA models (72, 78, 86, (89) (90) (91) (92) (93) . The latter methods have been demonstrated to reasonably account for certain experimentally observable quantities, such as the calculations of cation concentration near DNA (90) that agree well with NMR measurements (70) .
Other experimental results, such as the determination of elastic properties as a function of ionic strength measured by force-measuring laser tweezers (26), could not be derived from a cylindrical DNA model. These experiments suggest that ionic strength is important, but not always a dominant variable in determining the elastic properties of DNA. This is consistent with the estimate of the present work that suggests the electrostatic contribution owing to phosphate-phosphate repulsions accounts for $30% of the free energy of bending DNA. The effect of salt on the persistence length of DNA has also been explored using Rayleigh scattering (94) , in addition to extensive studies of the flexibility of RNA molecules (95) .
The model introduced here bridges the gap between atomistic/mean-field and non-atomistic/Monte Carlo treatment of ion distributions in DNA. The present method provides counterion distribution results for an atomistic model of linear DNA that are in reasonable agreement with those of Olmsted at co-workers (72) based on a DNA model as a linear charged cylinder; however, the present model is complementary to the latter approach in that it can be readily extended to the study on bent DNA, the determination of the relative free energy of linear and bent form DNA, and the calculation of individual phosphate-phosphate repulsions.
For comparison purposes with other atomistic DNA models that employ a mean-field treatment of ions, a series of nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann calculations were performed on the linear and bent model DNA structures of the present work using CHARMM27 charges and radii with a 1.4 s probe radius, a 2.0 s ion exclusion radius, full Coulombic boundary conditions, solute and solvent dielectric constants of 2 and 80 respectively, and a grid resolution of 0.9 s using the DelPhi program version 3.00. (96) Various ionic strengths from 0 to 10 M were examined to roughly assess the influence of ion load on the electrostatic energy of the DNA conformations. While it is difficult to draw direct comparisons between the two sets of calculations, the PB results are in qualitative agreement with those of the present work. The energy difference between bent and linear DNA decreases by 19 kcal/mol as the ion concentration is increased from 0 to 10 M. This is approximately half the decrease calculated by the combined COSMO-Monte Carlo method described above. This makes sense in that the two methods represent different extremes in the treatment of counterion binding. In the PB framework, there is no explicit counterion binding, while in the Monte Carlo method above, counterion binding completely neutralizes a given phosphate.
CONCLUSIONS
The present work applies a novel linear-scaling Green's function method based on a smooth COSMO solvation model to study solvent-shielded electrostatic phosphate-phosphate repulsions in atomistic linear and bent DNA models. The effective dielectric screening between inter-and intra-stand phosphates is characterized and Monte Carlo simulation is used to derive average counterion distribution functions in each model as a function of counterion load. The electrostatic contribution to the free energy of bending and preferential stabilization of bent versus linear DNA that occurs upon ion binding is predicted. The results are consistent with a host of theoretical (92) and experimental (70) work that provide indirect evidence that phosphate-phosphate repulsions influence bending of DNA, and that these influences are regulated by ion binding and local dielectric environment.
The method presented in the present work predicts counterion distributions near DNA in agreement with other methods (90) and experiment (70) . Consequently, the results presented here provide new insight, and make an important contribution to the array of data that may ultimately form a consensus regarding the decomposition of the energetic factors that regulate DNA deformation. Knowledge of this decomposition is central to the design of new techniques and tools that allow us to manipulate DNA structure.
This work provides evidence that electrostatic interactions between the charged phosphate residues in nucleic acids make significant, but not necessarily dominant, contributions to the free energy of bending, accounting for 27-31% of the total energy. Since the parameters used in the application of counterion condensation theory and in the Kahn-Crothers equation are appropriate for DNA of 'average sequence', it is possible that the true fraction of the bending free energy due to electrostatics is higher if the sequence used here is more pliable than average or is naturally bent. Given that certain sequences have greater affinity for histone binding (97, 98) and that certain sequences more readily form nucleosome crystal structures (50) , it may be the case that the sequence studied here is more pliable than average. Additionally, this method of the present work likely overestimates the stabilization due to counterion binding, making further study of continued interest. Nonetheless, the present work provides an important benchmark estimate for the contribution of phosphate-phosphate repulsions to the free energy of DNA bending. The significance of the estimate of $30% is that electrostatics is a considerable factor contributing to certain DNA deformations that should be taken into account in the design of new materials used in nanotechnology.
This estimate of the electrostatic contribution to DNA bending, along with experimental results (26, 27) , suggests that asymmetric charge neutralization (10) should cause DNA bending via an at least partially electrostatic mechanism. These results demonstrate that the energetic cost of crowding phosphates on the inner face of bent DNA are not compensated by the favorable decompression of phosphates on the outer face. The bent DNA conformation is characterized by higher electrostatic energy than linear DNA at all counterion binding loads tested here.
Additionally, the results of the present work support the hypothesis that asymmetric charge neutralization can contribute favorably to the bending of DNA. Of particular interest in this regard is the existence of 'hot spots' at the minor groove kinks of the bent DNA. It is hoped that together with experiment, the insight gained from theory may help to fully unravel the mechanism and quantify the factors that contribute to the free energy of DNA bending. 
